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ABSTRACT

Four platinum-group native alloys from the
Stillwater Complex, Montana, are characterized.
Ptatinian rhodium is a newly discoveredmineral
with compositionRh.rrPt.*; it is cubic with a 3.856(1)4. Rhodian platinum, also newly dis'
covered,has a composition-Pt.esRhsz with a 3.886(l)4. Platinum-ironalloy with a composition cio-seto PtsFe is in contrastto iron-free platinum which contains minor Pd and k. Palladran
gold (Au,Pd) with a - 4.047(1)4, has also been
found and charactenzed.
INrnooucrtoN
Rock samplesand heavy mineral concentrates
from the Banded and Upper zones of the Stillwater Complex, Montana, which consist of norites, gabbros and anorthosites, were studied to
determine the mineralogical nature of the platinum-group elements. This paper reports the
newly identified mineral species rhodium and
some other native alloys among the numerous
and often complex platinum-group minerals
(PG-minerals) which have been identified so
far.
GBotocv AND PREYIoUsWoRK
The stratiform Precambrian Stillwater Complex, on the northern margin of the Beartooth
Mountains, southwestern Montana, has been
characterized into several major units or zones
by Hess (1960), Jones et al. (t9@), Jackson
(1961, 1963) and Page & Nokleberg (1970).
Much careful mineralogical work on the opaque
minerals of the Basal zone and the chromitite
layers has been reported by Page & Jackson
(1967), Leonard et al. (1969), Page (1971),
and Pageet al. (1972).Page et al. (1973) have
summarizedthe PG-minerals identified from the
Stillwater Complex, to that date, as stibiopalladinite, sperrylite, cooperite, platinum-iron
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alloy, and laurite. The stibiopalladinite from the
Upper zone had been identified only by optical
and etch methods (Howland et al. 1936). T:he
PG-minerals were usually found as inclusions
(average dinmeter 5-10 g,m) in chromite and
in inteistitial sulphides.Pieliminary data for two
unidentified pQ-minerals were also earlier reported by Page & Jackson (1967) but further
work showed that these were 4- and S-micron
diameter grains with Os and h as principal.constituents 1Page, written comm. 20/ L2/72), A
complex intergtowth of merenskyite and kotulskite was recently reported by Cabri & Pick'
wick (1974).
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oF INvEsrrGATloN

The PG-minerals characterized in this work
came from two sampling points, approximately
1500 feet apart, in the Banded and Upper zones.
Sample JGWT-3 was received as a heavy mineral concentrate whereas Sample 789-T-1-1 was
received both as a heavy mineral concentrate
and as rock hand-specimens.The rock sample
was crushed and the PG-minerals were congentrated by making gravity separations o!. stz-ed
fractions with separatory funnels (2.96 liquid)
and with an elutriating tube (3.33 liquid). All
the samples were mounted in cold-setting plastic, polished on lead laps, and lightry - buffed
on f cloth lap using minus 0.05-pm alumina'
Reflectance values were obtained with reference
to a silicon standard, N 2538.42, calibrated by
the National Physical Laboratory, United Kingdom, using a t6.5t 1 objective of 0.40 numerical
aperture. The micro-indentation hardness measuiements were made with a I-eitz Durimet tester'
X-ray diffraction powder data were obtained by
the film method using 57.3 and t14.6 mm Gandolfi cameras. Film shrinkage conections were
applied ard the unit-cell parameters were refined by a least-squares computer program
PARAM (Stewart et aI. 1972).
Tho compositions were determined using a
Materials Analysis Company Model 400 electron probe miiroanalyser, operated at 25 kv
and with a specimen current of about O'03 mi-
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croamperes.The following x-ray lines and synthetic standards were used: SbLa, (pdSb);
PdLa, BiLot, TeLcr (PdBiTe) i CuKa, AuL<x,
PdLa, bLa, NiKa (pure metals)i ptla, Rh,Lq
(Pt.eRh.z)i AuLe, AgLa (Au.&Ag.,) and PtZa
FeKa (PtgFe). Corrections to these x-ray data
were applied both with the EMpADR VII computer program of RuckJidge & Gasparrini
(1969) and the MAGIC IV computer program
by J. W. Colby, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., Allentown, Pa.

(PtS), braggite [(Pt,Pd)S] and vysotskite
(PdS); ildo d) the arsenides- sperrylite
(PtAsr), and several comlex, as yet undefined
arsenides.Other associatedopaque minerals include pyrite, chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite, chromite, magnetite, marcasite, violarite,
graphite and gold.
Moncheite, braggite, and vysotskite have not
been reported previously from the Stillwater
Complex. This is only the second recognized
occurrence of vysotskite,the first being described
by Genkin & Zvyagintsev (1962) from the chalOrrtcel, Prrysrcer, AND CHEMIcAL pRopERTrLs copyrite-millerite ores of Noril'sk. The native
oF THE PG-MrNennrs
alloys only will be describedin this paper.
The PG-minerals found in our studies so far
consist of: a) the native alloys platinian Rhodium
rhodium, rhodian platinum, platinum-iron alA single grain of rhodium was found and is
loy, platinum, and palladian gold; b) rhe tellu- characterized as a new mineral. The mineral is
rides - moncheite (PtTez), kotulskite (pdTe), actually the variety platinian rhodium and the
merenskyite (PdTez) and some new, as yet name rhodium and the mineral data were approved by the Commission on New Minerals
undefined species;c) the sulphides -cooperite
and Mineral Names, IMA. The type material
is attached to the end of a glassfibre with glyptal cement and preserved in the Royal Ontario
Museum (M 33257).
Under reflected light, in air, the mineral is
bright white and isotropic. In cross-section,platinian rhodium occurred as a 175 X 195 micron
subhedral grain (Fig. 1A). Reflectance measurements (done in triplicate) are tabulated in
Table 1. Micro-indentation hardness measurements gave YHNao - 165 (136-194) for eight
indentations.
Quantitative electron probe analysis showed
the grain to be homogeneousand corresponding
to the formula Rho.rzPto.*(Table 2). The mineral is thus platinian rhodium and is named for
tho end member, rhodium. The probe data were
first processedusing the EMPADR VII program
but were later reprocessed with the MAGIC
program. The atomic proportions were the same
in each case but the weight per cent total came
to L02.2Vo with EMPADR and ft1.3% witb
MAGIC. The latter total is reported in Table
2. All other analysesreported in Table 2 were
TABLEl. REFLECTANCE
pLATrNrIi|
llEAsuREllENrs
0N PLATLNIAN
RH0Dlul't
Ar'tDRH0DIAN
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I

r"uil"[ur)
Rh.5ZPt.43 n x 22*

2

Pt.Ogfr.3Z 15 x

4

P t . 6 9 t u . 3 t 1 5x

s
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tni

470 nm
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RIIODIUM,
TABLE 2.

'1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
l l.
12.

ELECTRON
MICROPROBE
AMLYSES OF PLATTNIANRHODIUII,RHODIANPLATINIJI4'PLATINW-IRONALLOY' PIATINW' ll]'{D PALLADIANGOLD

Platlnlan Rh,* gf. 1
Rhodlan Pt,* gr. X
Rhodlan Pt, gr. 7
Rhodian Pt, gr. I
Rhodlan Pl, 9r. 2
gr. 4
Pt-Fe alloy*
Pt-Fe alloy** !r. 5
gr. 6
Pt-Fe alloy*
gr. 4
Platlnm**,
Palladlan Au'* gr. 5
P a ll a d i a n A u , g r . 9
Palladlan Au, gr. 8
*grain c-rayed
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Ir
Fe Cu Nl
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Pd

Rh
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80.9
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81.8
80.5
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-------

41.7
20.1
'tt99..27
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Ag Total Pt

----

20.1
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t.5

u.a

5.6 n.d. 9.3 n.d. -6.6
7.3

**Sb also not detected (n.d.)

Platlnlan Rhodluml Rhodian PI atlnun,
a = 3.856(1)
a
3.886rr
)
ocalc
4mms
dcal
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c

1.927 t.9?8 4
1.362 I .363 5
1.162 1.162 7
I.ll2 l.ll3
2
0.96390.9640 2
0.8847 0.8916 8
0.8623 0.8622 9
0.78740.7871 l0

1. $l-filtered
Cu radiatton,
2. Gr, X, Iable l.
3. ilt-filtered
Cu radiation,

1.942 1.943
1.373 1.373
1.172 1.172
1.122 1.1?2
0 . 9 7 1 50 . 9 7 1 5
0.89t6 0.8915
0.8690 0.8689
0.7933 0.7932

Rh

Ir

Fe

Cu

NJ

::

Ag
1,00
1.00

0.57
0.32
0.31
0.31

',1'

Au

7.00
1.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.46 0.0a 4.00
3.21 0.31 4.oo
t.33 0.16 4.00
--

l.l0 0.02 0.01
05
9 0.03 0.01
'1t .. 0
0.02 0.01

--,

h*Ru, 0s a'lso not detected.

PalI adian
a - 4.1
TC

43

r),
'lc

7 2.021 2.023
6 '1.?19
I.431 1
.43I
'1.220
I
3 I.166 I.168
I 1 . 0 1 0t . 0 I 1
6 0.92840.9284
6 0 . 9 0 4 60 . 9 0 4 9
8b 0.82590.826r

114.6 mn Gandolfi camera.
Gr. 5, Table I,

-.----

Pd

101.3 0.43
1 0 1 . 00 . 6 8 . - 101.0 0.69
1 0 1 . 50 . 6 9
100.6 0:68
98.3 2.B7
99.382.87
0.08
-- 100.442.92
0 . 0 4 --- - 1 0 1 . 33 . 2 6 0 . 3 9
9l;3 1.1 99.0 -- 0.46
0.4B
90.3 4.8 102.4
0.51
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TABLE 3. ,-RAY DIFFRACTION
DATAFORPLATINIAI'IRHODII,II'i,
ftIODTAN
AND

002 3
0?2. 5
113 5
?22 I
004 2
IJJ
7
024 8
224 t 0
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PLATINUM,

57.3 m Gandolfi

done with EMPADR since some checks with
MAGIC diftered insignificantly.
The .r-ray powder pattern for platinian rhodium is given in Table 3 and the cell edge a =
3.356(1)A is in good agreement with the expected linear relationship for RhTt alloys (Fig.
2).

No. 4 in Table 2) gave VIINzo - 147 (128'
167) for three indentations and grain X (anal.
No. 2 in Table 2) gave VIIN'. = 94 and 135.
The latter results are considered unreliable,
probably because the grain was too small or
too thin.
The x-ray powder pattern for rhodian platinum (grain X anal. No. 2 in Table 2) is compared with that of platinian rhodium in Table
3 and the mineral has the cell edge a =
3.885(1)4. This cell edge value plots very
well on the linear curve between Pt and Rh
(Fig. 2).
To the authorsn knowledge, this is the first
report of an occurrence of rhodian platinum.
Platinum-iron alloy
Three grains of platinum-iron alloy were
analysed and were also found to be remarkably
consistent in their compositions, all being near
ATOM PER CENT PALLADIUM
Aurc4o6080Fd

Rhodian platinum
Four grains of rhodian platinum were studied
(Fig. 1-B, C, D, E). These are bright white
under reflected light but have a pinkish tinge
and are isotropic; they appear slightly less bright
than the platinian rhodium. Reflectance measurements were made on three of the grains
(Table 1) and the analyses for all four are
given in Table 2. The relatively constant Pt:Rh
ratio for all four grains is remarkable.
Micro-indentation
hardness measuremenrs
with a 30 g weight were made on the largest
grain to compare with platinian rhodium, and
n?040@80Rh
with a 20 g weight to compare with the smaller
ATOM PER CETIT RHODIUM
rhodian platinum grains. Grain No. 2, (anal,
No" 5 in Table 2) gave VIINgo - 181 (167Fro .2. Plot of composition vs. cell-edge for Pt-Rh
203) for five indentations; hence it is slightly
and Au-Pd alloys. The values used for the pure
harder than the platinian rhodium. VHNzo:
end members are those itr the PDF standards card
152 (146-161) was obtained for five indentafile,. Pt - 3,9?31, Rh - 3.8031, Au = 4.0786,
tions of the same grain, while grain 8 (anal.
and Pd - 3.88984.
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PtaFe (Table 2). One of these grains (-3O X
80 microns) was removed from the section for
*-ray diffraction and the pattern could be indexed on a cubic cell with a = 3,863Q\4.
The r-ray pattern, however, contains a lew
reflections which may only be indexed on a
primitive cubic cell, in contrast to the facecentered cubic cell found for a PtaFe grain
from tho Similkameen River (Cabri et al.
1973). This problem is still being studied.
Platinum
One 27 X 33 micron grain of platinum, containing a minor quantity of palladium and iridium, was analysed (Table 2). This composition, if plotted on a Pt-Pd-Ir triangular diagram, would lie in the Pt corner. Becausethe
Pt content is more than 80 at.Vo, the mineral
may be called, native platinum by using the
same criteria for nomenclature as proposed by
Harris & Cabri (L973) and Cabri & Hey (1974).

Palladian gold
Threo irregularly shaped grains of palladian
gold were found and sxamined (Fig. 3). The
grains are obviously soft and were difficult to
polish. They are cream-coloured with a metallic pinkish cast under reflected light in air. They
do not have the colour of gold and appear anhotropic under oil immersion. The reflectance at
589 nm is about 55% but this was not determined more accurately because of the poor
polish. One grain was attached to a braggiG or
vysotskite grain (Fig. 3A), whereas the other
two were free. The r-ray powder data for grain
5 (anal. No. 10 in Table 2) are given in Table
3 and the cell edge is plotted in Figure 2. To
tho authors' knowledge, no other face-centered
cubic palladian gold native alloy has been reported in the modern literature. Dana (1892)
reports on "Palladium - Gold. Porpezite Frobel.
A variety from Porpez, Brazil, sontaining 10
p.c. of palladium, besides some silver, colour
pale; also from Jacutinga and Condonga with 5
to 6 p.c. Pd." He further stated that a specimen
from Taguaril, Minas Gerais gave Au 91.06,
Pd 8.21. These reports, though on material determined as a bulk assay, appear to describe
minerals very similar to the Stillwater palladian
gold but are quite different from the orthorhombic (Cu,Pd)"Auz mineral reported by Razin
et al. (7977).
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Frc. 3. Composite photomicrograph: A. palladian
gold with vysotskite/braggrte (grey), gr. 8; B.
palladian gold, gr. 9; C. palladian gold, gr. 5.
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